Let xx <x2<X3 be any triple of elements of N. There exists an element Si of M such that x,-£s,-and xs-is not the greatest element of Si, i=l, 2, 3. Furthermore, there exists a positive integer a,-such that s"'(xi) =m{ where mt is the largest integer in s,-. In the set M choose the cycle, say s0, which is the immediate successor of S3 in the sequence of cycles of M. Denote by siX, si2, • • • , siri the elements of M which occur in the sequence between st and s0. Consider the product
where tt is the order of s{. A computation shows that this product is the above formula yields. Now compute didr1 and didr1 which yield (xi, x2, ap) and (xi, x3, ap) . A final computation of didr^dzdr1 shows that (xi, x2, xi) 
